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Afghanistan playground for Foreign Intelligence 

Operatives and Terror Groups under Taliban  
 

 

Recent events have shown that the world has only an intelligence perspective on 

Afghanistan. In this view, the role of diplomacy, which is the coordination of 

international relations between governments, in Afghanistan is empty. This 

approach has reversed the role of politics and power in society. Here, power and 

political change from their original position of providing services to citizens to a 

tool for intelligence. In the case of Afghanistan, there are three main principles 

for this claim: 

 

The main international actors enter Afghanistan through the intelligence corridor. 

The transition from a fake republic to a religious emirate was managed and led 

entirely through the intelligence apparatus. The role of intelligence was so 

disgraceful that it reduced politics and diplomacy to zero, and suddenly new 

figures such as the terror group of emirates in the citadel and the poplar, which 

were called the centres of political power, sprouted. 

 

The domestic actors all came out of the throats of the world and regional 

intelligence. Qatar, Pakistan, the United States, Russia, Britain, Saudi Arabia, 

Iran, China and India entered power in Afghanistan through their intelligence 

mercenaries. No message or decision was answered without the will of the 

intelligence. The intelligence leaders travelled to Kabul and ruled over the 

internal situation. 

 

  

 

Poverty, starvation, war, and social and political crisis in Afghanistan have 

provided countless soldiers for sacrifice and wider service to intelligence 

agencies. As the scale of the crises widens, so does the scale of the overcrowding 
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of these intelligence-led soldiers. These types of soldiers, who are all poor young 

people, are destroying their homes and killing their compatriots. This huge group 

in the name of religion and aspiration of heaven, beautiful maidens, ideologies, 

false leaders and the homeland depicted on their wandering minds are willing to 

kill and  commit suicide. Afghanistan is now the playground for the 

implementation of intelligence agencies' strategic goals. 

 

Religion has become an intelligence tool in Afghanistan. The background of the 

Taliban and their leaders, religious parties and organizations, all became more 

and more organized in collusion with the regional and world intelligence. The 

leaders of these groups were appointed by the regional intelligence, and those 

who disobeyed were beheaded. According to Afghan political observers inside 

and outside the country, Afghanistan has become the centre of activity of the 

world's intelligence networks in the last forty years, especially since 2001. The 

world’s intelligence networks have been operating by recruiting mercenary 

Afghan politicians. This congestion of intelligence networks turned to power, 

politics, and authority into toys of the great powers. Consequently, the vast 

majority of so-called political, economic and strategic leaders and managers have 

been the mercenaries of the regional and world intelligence networks. 

 

This culture caused everyone to work for others and earn money for themselves. 

As a result, the bank accounts of intelligence agents increased significantly to 

millions of dollars but the majority became poorer than ever before. Thousands 

of   Afghans turned into slaves to foreigners. During this period, slavery and 

mercenary intelligence in the region and the world became a common 

management culture. As a result, the one who served the interests of others better 

was able to gain a greater number of resources and privileges. 

 

Some people inadvertently and unknowingly served regional and global 

intelligence. In the name of the executors of small and large projects, they were 

eroded in the circle of intelligence. Meanwhile, intelligence agencies engaged 

their mercenaries in war to defend their interests in Afghanistan, resulting in 

countless casualties. Afghanistan is perhaps the worst victim of the intelligence 

war in the world. No research has been conducted in this regard. Because 

intelligence agencies have a common goal and purpose in preventing such 

analysis and research 

 

  

 

The situation in Afghanistan, given the weak and shaky foundations of the 

Taliban's political and economic future, is very dark. It cannot continue and will 

collapse a wide resistance is spreading around the country. It seems impossible 

to run the administration without an inclusive government. In a condition of: 
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1- strong segregation and division of the country between armed groups in the 

north and east of Afghanistan. 

 

2-  at the time which is the beginning of clashes between different factions of the 

Taliban Emirate. 

 

3- the spread of differences between the Taliban and the possibility of a coup 

between the factions, of the Haqqani and Mullah's brother. 

 

4- Joining of people with the Taliban opposition and opening various war fronts 

throughout the country. 

 

5- Intensification of ethnic wars and ethnic claims by some groups 

 

6- The flame of religious war has been ignited through the influence of ISIS in 

the religious community of Afghanistan. 

 

7- The expansion of al-Qaeda and ISIS activities in Afghanistan and the 

intervention of countries of the world and the region in the affairs of Afghanistan 

under the pretext of the presence of terrorist groups in this country. 

 

  

 

According to the Afghan observers, the Taliban terror administration is politically 

unstable. Although the Taliban have a single leader and a single government 

called the Islamic Emirate, they are practically in sharp disagreement. There are 

different groups, each group is in contact with different governments and with 

different military groups from foreign countries. They are guests of each of these 

groups. For example, al-Qaeda is a guest of the Haqqani network. Afghanistan is 

the raw material of al-Qaeda and ISIS that have infiltrated the Taliban 

government. These elements and components are like a spark of fire that can 

ignite at any moment. The Taliban have neither domestic nor international 

political legitimacy. 

 

Economically, the Taliban do not have  a plan to improve the economy and work 

on developmental projects.   Only their view of the economy is focussed on 

spending wastefully , just as their view of women is suppressing them to be 

confined at home.  They are financially sanctioned by the international 

community and no help is given to the Taliban government. Therefore, all 

economic sectors, even agriculture, livestock and handicrafts are paralysed. This 
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account will be cut off after another year, and the whole life of the people, trade 

and development will be damaged. 

 

People are not feeling safe physically and psychologically just living in a 

condition of fear and intimidation. The sound of gunfire has subsided, but security 

threats remain in place. The indiscriminate killings of former government security 

personnel, ISIL suicide bombings, and sporadic disgruntled wars have once again 

created an atmosphere of fear. 

 

The Taliban socially have no place in the hearts of urban people, poverty and 

unemployment have left people unhappy, women, media activists, civil society 

activists and human rights defenders are all opposed to the Taliban. The social 

situation is divided into constituencies. 

 

The people of the south are more connected to the Haqqani network. Therefore, 

the Taliban of the north and the Taliban of Kandahar and Helmand constituencies 

are not one or the same. The popularity of the Taliban decreases with each passing 

day. Given the current situation of the Taliban, it is a long way from becoming a 

government. They have taken the government by force in a conspiracy 

masterminded by the foreign intelligence networks and are ruling their 

administration at gunpoint and by force. 

 

For this reason, for the sake of legitimacy, they did not seek the votes of the 

people and issued strict orders against women, the media, and civil society and 

dissolved the Human Rights Commission.  If the Taliban do not abandon the 

force and domination and do not make the one-ethnic and one-class government 

more inclusive and wider to gain legitimacy and does not make the government 

popular, they will not adjust themselves to the standards and indicators of 

governance at least according to the norms of Islamic countries. The government 

will not change and a dark picture awaits the Taliban. Differences between the 

views of the Haqqani Network, the Taliban in the east and north, and the Taliban 

in Kandahar, Helmand, Urozgan and Zabul have led to a clash between the 

Taliban leadership and the islands of power between different Taliban groups and 

foreign fighters in Afghanistan that are out of Taliban control. 

 

Pakistan in the two ways of Afghanistan crisis. 

 

Although Pakistan is not a strong supporter of Afghanistan, Pakistan's military 

intelligence is still a major supporter of the Taliban's Islamic Emirate. Pakistan is 

Hizb ut-Tahrir to help and support its relations with Western, Arab and Central 

Asian countries. 
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Because Pakistani intelligence supports the Haqqani network more, there is a high 

probability of a coup and clashes between the Taliban. Due to selfishness and 

power-seeking, it incites the Taliban to revolt and coup against each other. The 

other terror groups such as Daesh and Al- Qaeda are recruiting from the Taliban 

and other fighters. 

 

The United States wants to use fighters inside Afghanistan against the interests 

of Russia, Iran and China. Likewise, Iran and Russia will recapture from among 

so many experienced fighters in Afghanistan's free land. The terror groups will 

find a haven in Afghanistan and be used as an additional force in proxy wars in 

unstable countries in the region against Western interests. 

 

The presence of al-Qaeda and the growing presence of Hizb ut-Tahrir in 

Afghanistan with the slogan of the Islamic Caliphate and the conquest of Quds is 

a warning signal that is heard in the West. Expansion of ISIL's activities as a 

warring group, the danger is far greater than other dangers. 

 

  

 

In brief, Afghanistan will not remain united and fragmented with this situation. 

Every ethnic group will declare the areas under its control as sovereign territory. 

The wars will first affect the Afghan people in ethnic and religious wars. 

Countries are located, and everyone seeks to recruit forces to fight on their behalf 

in different regions. The deployment of proxy forces will be due to regional, 

ethnic, religious and political wars, and countries in the region and countries with 

strategic interests will use the people of Afghanistan for their own political and 

religious interests by launching religious wars. 

 

The way out of the crisis: Afghanistan is a country of crises. When we take into 

account crises, riots and problems, the readers feel depressed and ask for an 

immediate solution and exit from turmoil. 

 


